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CHAPTER 21:  FLOWER-FRIENDS 

 You may recall that early in the preceding chapter I remarked on discovering that I’d kept 

a journal starting on January 21, 1979, and that it had given me “a surprising (horrifying?) new 

perspective on that year.” That chapter surely supplied enough surprises, but I held off on writing 

about the horrifying part. The pages revealed painful memories I’d totally repressed: My love 

affair with Chi hadn’t ended with that operatic Madama Butterfly finale in May 1978. 

 Instead, I’d apparently chosen to live with that romantic, tear-jerker story of the poor 

American geisha dramatically abandoned by the soldier-lover for a Vietnamese wife. I actually 

did recall that on getting back from the holiday trip in January, I’d suffered a fit of nostalgia for 

Chi and sewn that new burgundy denim kimono on the pattern of the white one he’d given me 

the year before, which I lovingly hung up in my new walk-in closet. (I wore the burgundy one 

for the next twenty years—until it turned into a disreputable rag.) 

 The journal detailed a forgotten relationship that went intermittently on for several more 

months. During late January, Chi had called me a number of times, concerned for how I was 

doing with work and the house. Asked about his marriage and fatherhood (a baby girl), he’d just 

say, “Very good,” and he proudly told me he was putting together a touring show of Chinese and 

Vietnamese opera. After his calls, I savored “fond thoughts” of him and strove for professional 

geisha detachment. But that detachment shaped my attitudes and behavior and not necessarily 

positively. It was the main reason I was so distant and discontent with being Jim’s mistress and 

why I was so easily distracted by lovely young men, platonically appreciating their beauty. 

 Some days later, Chi called again, but I was in a meeting—and unable to reach him the 

next day when a woman answered the phone, and I claimed a wrong number. I wrote, “The hope 

keeps coming back that he wants me again. Going on a year now since he came back to me last 

spring. Who wouldn’t have the sneaking suspicion that the third time might be the charm? It’s 

apparent that there’s something running rather deep in us, and I know that a lot of the depth is on 

his part. Oh, his wonderful black hair and eyes, his delicate mouth…” It took every ounce of my 

quasi-Buddhist will-power to renounce the desire to make love with Chi again. 

 A couple weeks went by, busy with my acting director job, the amorous visit with Peter 

from Denver, sister Judy’s visit with the epic snowball fight, and Gary-Two moving into the 

Four Bells. Then that Sunday evening Chi called me again for a wonderful, soothing chat. I 

dared suggest he might go in May with me to Florida to visit the family and go to a beach. His 

cautious interest fired my hopes, but I quashed them to talk about his plans for the show. 

 That week, neglected by my Jim, I avoided thinking or feeling about Chi by hanging 

around the bars. Saturday night I picked up sweet Paul from New York for welcome whoopee, 

and Sunday morning when everything was in an uproar with his departure, housemates making 

their breakfasts, and various neighbors showing up for miscellaneous purposes, Chi called again. 

Perhaps picking up a harried note in my voice, he sounded concerned, or maybe just hesitant in 

backing out of the Florida trip. I was understanding and wondered how his show was going, but 

he skirted my question and quickly said goodbye, leaving me discombobulated. 

# 

 The next several weeks I didn’t have time to discombobulate over Chi because I had my 

hands full with the job and my Jim either ignoring me, being jealous of Paul’s repeated visits, or 

agonizing about neglecting his lover. Add to that the parties chez Chas and at Ken’s in Virginia 

and seeing “Black Orpheus,” which enflamed my fascination with black boys. Rene’s tender 

visit added fuel to that fire. Boss-Tom’s arrival at work and getting him and Billy settled in the 

Cairo was still more distraction. Then it was time for Easter in Durham with the family. 
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 When I got home, my fond thoughts returned to Chi, and I was tempted to call him but 

afraid his wife would answer. However, after our weeks of silence, I called that Friday to invite 

him to “I Capuletti.” (Jim hadn’t asked me to go, and I figured to make trouble by showing up 

with my soldier-boy.) Chi sounded disturbed to decline, gently thanked me for thinking of him, 

and quickly ended the conversation. I had no idea what my call might have interrupted. 

 My Jim wound up taking me to Bellini’s opera after all, which I enjoyed for its insane 

romanticism but missed Zeffirelli’s gorgeous Romeo and thought the dizzy broad’s spontaneous 

death was stretching it—I mean, no dagger? Still, no matter how romantically distraught I felt 

about losing Chi, I had no plans to end it all. Besides, as I noted before, my Jim “stayed all night 

with repeated assaults on my virtue.” As also mentioned, my birthday a few days later was a bit 

of relief when Jim and I “made love almost perfunctorily.” 

 When he stayed over a few days later for a contented closeness, about the next day, I 

wrote, “I hopped on the bike and rode to the arboretum. Unfortunately, there were hordes of 

people out for the azaleas. The colors were more beautiful than I remembered, an impressive 

display on the hillsides, but not all the bushes were yet in bloom. Afterwards I lay with my shirt 

off in the meadow, the same spot in the grass where Chi and I had lain in close conversation, and 

wrote a little poem in Russian saying goodbye to him at last, after these almost three years.” The 

poem was awful, probably because I knew full well it was a lie. I couldn’t say goodbye. 

 After that brave but disturbing phone call in late April, Chi and I had no contact for well 

over a month. I was otherwise occupied by my long trip to family in Florida over Memorial Day, 

the Board Meeting in New York with Tom staying in Benton’s chic apartment, and the visit of 

raven-haired David for “Damnation of Faust.” I preferred Goethe’s making Mephistopheles bet 

he could make Faust supremely happy, a stupid wager and just as stupid a win. After losing Chi, 

I cynically figured there was no earthly way love could make anyone supremely happy. 

 My run of operas continued with “Tosca” again at Wolftrap with Charles and Gary-One, 

where, as I journaled, I “looked at the stars a lot and thought much of previous times with Chi—

cuddling under blankets on the lawn.” I continued, “Impetus for that train of thought was his call 

a week ago last night as I sat at home being stood up by Jim. There was a sense of him near me 

even now several months later—as we’d seen each other last over dinner in Arlington last 

October. (This is an earlier episode I’d also forgotten!) In the call, Chi sweetly mentioned the 

Butterfly and the sushi restaurant.” In his call, Chi must have also been feeling romantic, but I’d 

had to ring off too soon because my Jim was waiting to take me out to Virginia for the night. 

 The weeks rolled by disconsolately with no contact with Chi. Gay Pride Day festivities, 

helping Tom with dear old Billy, Jeff finally moving out, and daily ecstatic runs were effective 

distractions, and my Jim was unusually attentive to me all through June. Our long philosophical 

discussions about the distinction between having sex and making love were clearly influenced by 

the difference between my tender feelings for him and the deep love I still felt for Chi. I think my 

Jim understood, probably feeling a similar disconnect between his lust for me and a deep love for 

his own Jim. It was something I could live with—being merely the other (wo)man. 

# 

 On that eventful Sunday, the first of July (brunch in Georgetown with Tom and Benton, 

the rained-out picnic in the Circle, and the family’s arrival), just as the huge bunch of us was 

finishing dinner, Chi dropped in—our first time to see each other since that forgotten dinner last 

October. I was speechless with joy and enormously proud for the folks to see him again. Looking 

incredibly handsome with shorter hair, he announced his fatherhood and accepted everyone’s 

congratulations with little bows. He brought us programs for his August 4 production, all in 
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Vietnamese, and his English seemed to be getting better. But his lovely eyes looked somehow 

stressed, and his voice was quieter, less musical. I missed his aura of peace. 

 When the crowd took off, he and I went upstairs to my new jungle and sat on my bed 

talking, at first about his show. I wrote, “At first he sat far away from me but then moved a little 

closer. For a while we held hands, and once only I brushed his cheek and hair. But he wouldn’t 

let it happen.” Chi thanked me for getting him interested in plants and talked about the palms and 

begonias he’d collected. He mentioned our wonderful walks in Rock Creek Park and called me 

his flower-friend. Touched, I mis-quoted Tchaikovsky’s line about my love being a magic 

blossom sent from heaven. He whispered once more, “So beauty,” which I took to say he still 

desired me. That was enough. Chi soon left and at the door gave me a tiny kiss. 

 Later that week, we spoke on the phone a few times, and I gave him some contacts for 

sets and such. In the happy midst of Fourth of July festivities and fireworks and kids banging 

around the house playing hide-and-seek, I savored that vision of my beloved soldier and the 

thought of being his flower-friend. The following week (another with my Jim away on some 

trip), was again full of kids and family chats, running around with boss Tom and helping him 

with Billy, and fixing a window in my room. Jim brought me back a Shakespearean satire on 

Richard Nixon called “Dick Deterred,” which distracted me from longing for Chi, as well as 

Jim’s confusion about his feelings taking my mind off my own very clear emotions. 

 Life itself was a distraction. At the end of the month I bought my little Minolta and ran 

around Meridian Hill Park taking pictures. Boss Tom and I went to see “Cage aux Folles,” 

Albin’s excruciating appearance in a suit absolutely genius. Then I got that call about my Ken in 

jail for shooting a guy, and after a huge dinner, neighbor George and his new lover Michael went 

out to the Frat House, where Michael dropped dead on the dance floor! I was flabbergasted, and 

George had to bowdlerize the poor guy’s apartment before his family got there. 

 I was depressed on Thursday evening because Jim had been silent for a whole week, but 

he called on Friday, and we arranged dinner out. I felt very discontent when we embraced in the 

doorway before going to the Tokyo on Connecticut—where I was still out of spirits. Back home, 

we sat with drinks on the blue sofa, and I explained my foul mood as work sapping my energies. 

I wrote, “Off and on I felt like crying, especially when he tried to neck, and I couldn’t respond 

with any interest, trying to beg off. He was about to go—abruptly, clearly angry. I tried to calm 

him with a kiss—which led us upstairs anyway.” I was a compliant geisha. 

 Saturday morning Tom and I did last-minute stuff at the office for him to leave in the 

afternoon for Santa Fe. I was to fly on Wednesday but felt no enthusiasm about it. In the file 

room, Tom gave me quick hug, sensing I needed comforting. Then I took a cab to Constitution 

Hall for Chi’s show. On the ride, somehow the long month since our almost encounter had 

numbed my ardor. As terribly as I wanted to see Chi again, I knew the pain would be even more 

terrible. I wasn’t his lover anymore, just his beloved flower-friend—close but no cigar. 

 Waiting patiently but with misgivings in line with crowds of Vietnamese folks, I finally 

made it up to the ticket window. Seeing me, Chi edged around the box office kid to greet me, 

unbearably beautiful, and say how happy he was that I’d come. My ticket was for a seat way up 

front. The show was long delayed starting, and I sat in my great seat watching the Vietnamese 

multitudes of adorable children, exotic women, and young men with something of Chi’s beauty. 

 I couldn’t help but wonder which of the women might be his Beth and chose the most 

beautiful. Way across the chattering crowd, I spied my old friend Tweedle-Thuy from Gusti’s. 

Meanwhile, I daydreamed about memories of my time with Chi, of his touches and his loving 

looks when he’d say, “So beauty.” The show was totally incomprehensible, of course, especially 
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the comedy skits, but the singing and music were pleasing. Most captivating were the moments 

of Chi on-stage being an elegant MC for the acts. 

 Watching him up there speaking that inscrutable language, at the horrid thought that he 

wasn’t my lover anymore, just my flower-friend, I shed several tears and admitted that this was 

no way to say goodbye. But I accepted that this was probably our goodbye. Around 6:30 after 

Chi introduced a trio of soprano sisters and disappeared off into the wings, I got up and self-

consciously squeezing past my neighbors’ knees, fled up the aisle and out of the hall. On Sunday 

I tried without success to out-run my anguish with almost eight miles on the C&O canal towpath, 

and more long runs on Monday and Tuesday also didn’t leave it behind. 

# 

 Consequently, I still wasn’t in great spirits to leave for Santa Fe on Wednesday, but the 

excitement of meetings, operas, and Jim’s (and Tom’s) intimacies carried me over to and through 

Snowbird’s wild-flower interlude. At last I took off in the station wagon for my vacation, rolling 

south to Provo down 28 to 89. The journal’s detailed report of my first experience of nature in 

the West is a much more vivid description than mere memory could ever summon up. 

 “The late afternoon and evening were very scenic with Clear Creek at times seeming to 

run uphill. I wanted to stop for dinner at Lemonade Springs where the hills are bright yellow 

deposits of something, but they were closed. So I tooled along to a café down the road. Nodded 

to a kid at the counter as I entered, and before I even ordered my cheeseburger, we were well 

into conversation. He was looking for a ride for himself and his bike toward the Canyon. Oddly, 

I hadn’t even thought about my usual fantasy of an amorous hitchhiker, and I said sure. We 

gathered up his gear from the picnic area across the highway and stashed the bike in the back. 

 “George was delighted to tag along to Bryce Canyon with me, and we talked casually 

about our lives and situations till 9:30. (He was an avid biker—all the way from home in New 

Jersey!) We stopped at a campground just inside the park and slept in the back, which wasn’t 

very comfortable, but I appreciated sleeping close with a friendly stranger. I was impressed by 

George’s record of hiking in many parts of the country, but I felt no need for him otherwise. 

Woke up to car windows all wet from our breath, my right knee sore from driving. 

 “George was a slight fellow with gold-brown eyes, hair long and drawn tight into a four- 

or five-inch pigtail. This gave his head a very clean shape, his sharp nose very much in keeping. 

Broad lips a bit chapped from biking, and you could see his smooth hair was actually very wavy 

and bleached from sun. Once when he undid his pigtail, it fluffed out into a cluster of curls. His 

talk wasn’t what one might call constant, but it was always good-natured—sketchy details about 

home with father and brother and being 24. He was most animated when talking about going off 

every summer on his bike. Down inside me, I could dig it. He hadn’t worked much, except 

briefly as a dishwasher, but planned on some school next year. 

 “He really liked desert canyons and had logged a hundred and twenty some miles in the 

Grand Canyon already. This time he’d started out in Boulder, Colorado and come biking through 

Canyonlands, de Chelly, and the Arches but hadn’t been to Bryce yet. We packed everything up 

and went directly to the Lodge where I treated him to a hefty breakfast. George is a finicky eater, 

almost a vegetarian, doesn’t smoke, avoids chemical, and has the one vice of caffeine. Frequent 

cups of coffee all day and has to relieve himself frequently. 

 “In the partly cloudy morning we were off to Sunset Point for an other-worldly view of 

the marvelous shapes of colored stone. We went down a trail for what George termed ‘a bit of 

exposure’ and wandered through a narrow high cut through ochre-colored rock, where Douglas 

firs sent up great tall trunks to reach the light. Around other weird formations to Sunrise Point. I 
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took an inordinate number of pictures, but after a couple hours I was ready to push on, as was 

George. Just as we got in the car, it started raining. 

 “We stopped on the way out for coffee and homemade sweet rolls at a place called 

Ruby’s, both in good spirits aiming for Panguitch, an almost invisible town on 89. The drive up a 

long valley from meadow to meadow gave us time to contemplate geological processes. When 

we passed (Law and) Orderville, things started to turn quite reddish, and closer to Kanab the 

landscape became even more dramatically red. Before getting to that town, we agreed to go see 

Glen Canyon. It gave me a chance to see the Vermillion Cliffs—perfectly vermillion and cliffs 

indeed. A slab of crust was tilted showing its underlying structure. 

 “Off to the northeast a white peak was visible as we drove along the level plain below the 

cliffs over the next slab’s gentle rise to another set of cliffs to the south. Our approach to Glen 

Canyon was picturesque. A giant dark storm loomed ahead, raining like hell, which turned a 

huge line of bluffs into perfect silhouettes with a mystic patch of blue sky showing from behind. 

A short drive through the rain brought us to the dam and visitor center. 

 “George filled me in on the irony of naming the lake for the discoverer of the glorious 

canyon drowned beneath its waters, John Wesley Powell. The dam was impressive and the lake 

quite deep, former pinnacles now merely craggy islands. We crossed a high steel suspension 

bridge below the dam over a true gorge and stopped at a scenic view downstream. All around 

was a jumble of reddish sandstone veined in varying directions and eroded into fine ridges, 

which George said were remnants of an earlier red desert’s dunes. 
 

 “From there we drove along a rolling rise along 

another tilted slab and suddenly emerged at the top of its 

ridge overlooking the level plain again, though which a 

canyon ran an erratic but sharp slice. Noting a Navajo 

hogan on the distant slope, we doubled back north to a 

bridge and stopped to view Marble Canyon. Such a curious 

crevice slowly calving off into the chasm of light rock, a 

conglomerate called Kaibab limestone. Took a picture of 

George there—to his surprise—and then we dined on 

spaghetti in the café around the bend—Indian style. 
             George at Marble Canyon 
 “Well fed, we headed off into the evening along a new set of red cliffs, the edge of our 

northern run. Now the road ran closer to the cliffs with enormous red boulders fallen from the 

wall above. We were both impressed by the magnitude and image of their falls. The sun was 

trying to set when we crossed over to the edge of the Kaibab plateau. I expected a glorious 

sunset, but it was immaculately white among the clouds. Somewhere on that drive George 

ventured to ask about other involvements I’d had since my marriage. Understanding that he 

meant with women, I answered off-handedly a couple—at least there’d been one—and said no 

more. (By that time I’d decided to cause nothing to happen except at his instigation.)  

 “It was almost dark when we reached Jacob Lake and turned south toward the North Rim. 

Last light showed spruce and aspen forests, and I told George about climax forests. The road ran 

through the dark along an open meadow for a long way. We went straight to the campground, 

but it was full, so we went to the Lodge cafeteria for snacks and coffee for him. (I was tempted 

severely by some French fellows nearby.) Afterwards, we parked the wagon in the lot and made 

ready to sleep in the back with bike stowed in the bushes. This night we talked briefly, and I let 

him know I really appreciated his company on my rushed journey. Not much response. 
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 “In the morning we walked out onto Bright Angel Point for the morning light. I was 

taken by the immensity, but in the bright light the colors weren’t what I’d imagined. After 

breakfast, we drove to the showers in the campground, competing with a group of teenagers for 

the stalls, and then headed out to other viewpoints. At Point Royal the vastness swept me away. 

Far to the south past great massifs, the river snaked along the bottom of the canyon with green on 

its banks. George said he’d hiked there and spent the night on one of the beaches. He named the 

South Rim points in view, including Cherokee Point. 

 “Some more driving took us to Cape Imperial looking out across the narrowing abyss on 

the distant plain of the Painted Desert. Then we went to the store for lunch, my yogurt and apple 

and his granola, and to the PO to mail some of his stuff home and our postcards. I announced my 

plans to get some more “exposure” that afternoon by starting down the Kaibab Trail a ways, and 

George reluctantly agreed to go along. His reluctance was to do such a little hike, used to longer 

expeditions. We each wore only shorts and canteen, though I had my camera. His headband was 

a bright Indian design, ponytail fluffed, and mine was a blue bandana. 

 “The trail led down through trees, easily switching back and forth as it descended the 

limestone. Lots of mule droppings, and sometimes we stood to the side for a train of them 

trudging along with bags of lazy bones on their backs, the mules exhausted and the fat people 

stultified. Myself, I was enthralled with the vista over Bright Angel Canyon as we tramped down 

through the layers visible across the cut of the drainage. I found some of the small blue flowers 

I’d seen at Snowbird, whose leaves when bruised give off a potent, minty fragrance, and the 

wonderful Indian Paintbrush that were so profuse and brilliantly orange-red at Snowbird. 

 “Soon we were heading down the Red Wall, the Navajo sandstone. The trail started 

switching back faster and more steeply, sometimes almost under the over-hanging rock face. At 

one switch-back, we paused for George to attend to the call of nature back under the over-hang. 

The sun was much hotter as we went down, and there were some intriguing plants, like a perfect, 

powdery blue-green, lace-like almost thistle and tall, pennant-like poles of red flowers, one of 

which I found on the red wall growing out from the sheer rock. 

 “We stopped to talk with a couple back-packers on their way up, George asking hungrily 

about where they’d been. I rested on a rock while we traded stories, the two guys on a last jaunt 

before going off to college. They arranged to look for him on the road the next day because we 

planned to part company at Jacob Lake for him to set out for the South Rim. It was somewhat 

easier going as we approached the head of the inner ravine and the bridge over the gorge. I 

waited there while George went a bit farther on to see where the trail led. As the afternoon 

progressed, even in those few minutes sitting there, I could see the changing shadow lines. 

 “When we set out on the climb back, we ran into two young back-packers heading down 

for a week. George talked with them about various Canyon places and found to his dismay that 

the Hermit Trail was apparently closed. On our way up the trail, he had to find himself a privy 

again, so I set out ahead at a good pace up the trail. I found I was moving far faster and more 

surely than most of those I passed. At one point I mingled with a bunch of kids who’d outpaced 

their parents far back down the trail, and one of them, a blond, asked if he could keep pace with 

me. Without breaking stride, I said sure. I could feel his admiration on my bare back but dared 

not turn to look at his beauty, even when he said he’d better wait up for the others. 

 “Shortly, I felt winded and stopped to rest and wait for George. He showed up feeling 

better, and I set us a good pace back up the trail. Trudging along behind, he said he was glad to 

be in a better mood so as not to be a downer for me. I kept regaling him with unsolicited remarks 

on the scenery, or silly comments, or telling him about the calming effects of Valerian root, since 
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he was interested in herbal things. George led for the part of the way up the Cochino layer, and 

between looking for footholds, I had the leisure to admire his litheness. 

 “After another rest, he was ready for me to lead us up the limestone, and I watched out 

for my little blue friend, explaining how invigorating the fragrance was, cooling to the lungs. We 

finally found some and both tried it. For me it was far more effective than I remembered. Of 

course, I hadn’t been quite so exercised back in the Utah mountains. It was kind of a triumph to 

catch up with the afternoon sun as it climbed the cliffs, and soon we approached the mule 

camp—judging by the fragrance on the breeze. From behind me, George called that it was in the 

bag, and I replied, ‘A piece of cake,’ using his terminology. 

 “At the camp I couldn’t stop and broke out in a nice run for a bit. Coming up to me after 

by the car, George said I’d do well in the inner canyon, he could tell. I played it modest but knew 

it was true. Then, wondering what time it was, I asked a girl standing by the next car, another 

station wagon, and she said 5:20. That led us into conversation with Andrea and her cute friend 

Sue, who were also wandering before school’s start. Soon George had connected for a ride with 

them and looked intently at me, like in apology. I wasn’t bothered by this sudden development 

and said sure. It was a great answer to his problem of getting to the South Rim. 

 “Packing up his things, I slipped him $20 with my good wishes for his happy journey. He 

was very grateful, and we clasped arms for a moment, our only touch. He got his bike carrier all 

rigged up on the back of their car, and we bid farewell. They headed off to Jacob Lake leaving 

me feeling vaguely sad and relieved at the same time.” 

# 

 Writing the above a few days later, I wasn’t ready to deal with my real feelings about 

George’s departure. “Vaguely sad” maybe, but I really don’t understand that “relieved” by the 

departure of a new friend, my canyon-friend, after our close emotional connection of only a 

couple days. I felt immensely richer for having met George and thought of him affectionately for 

long after. He must have felt the same about me because we wrote each other several times over 

the next year, he always hoping to visit me in DC but never managing. George wrote in his first 

letter that he and Andrea had an intimacy at the South Rim, which pleased me. 

 That was merely the mid-point in my getaway vacation. After George left, I walked out 

onto Bright Angel Point again to photograph and talked with many friendly people doing the 

same, but the sun was still fairly high. At the showers, I ran into a hiker we’d passed coming up, 

and learned that the blond kid who’d paced with me had carried his pack up for $3. I felt such 

warm camaraderie with him, welcoming this fleeting friendship of strangers, and in a reflective 

mood went back onto the Point for the real evening show. Again the journal was vivid. 

 “It didn’t matter where you were, it was so spectacular. The French guy with his time-

lapse camera was in ecstasy. As the evening light progressed, I took pictures while sitting on a 

comfortable boulder with the expanse of the South Rim in full view. The colors of the inner 

canyon grew from dusky green to a purple, and the last sun-touched crags shone red-gold. And 

above the rim, an expanse of a plain turning pale blue like the sky below a line of darker blue 

mountains no longer real. Clouds of the same color hung there, and a diffuse band of tender pink 

crossed the sky above, the afterglow. 

 “Always my focus returned to that surreal line of blue mountains on a blue field, knowing 

that beneath my field of vision lay the vast gash of the canyon, inside of which was already long 

since night. Against the gold of the west, the stars still weren’t out, just the blinking light of the 

South Rim lodge. When the scene was seriously fading, I started back to my own Lodge for 

dinner but kept stopping to see it again, no matter how faded, wanting never to stop looking at 
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such beauty. In my first ever thought of such things, I realized that I wanted my earthly remains 

to be dumped with no accessories or embalming atop one of the crags out there in that chasm. 

Mother Nature would care for her own. Isn’t merging with beauty the purpose of life?” 

 While resting in the saloon with a beer and having dinner after, I chatted with several 

friendly young strangers and then retired to the station wagon with a wistful thought or two about 

missing George lying beside me. Up very early, I left for Jacob Lake then headed on north to 

Kanab. A mute anguish grew in me when I came to that road where George and I’d passed 

beneath the red cliffs. It wasn’t far to Zion for a tour I described only in summary terms. 

 “The entrance section was curious with great scored rock faces. Then on into the tunnel  

with occasional windows in the side with quick glimpses of sheer cliffs. Out into the bright sun 

again, there was a giant arch in the stone face of the precipitous mountain through which I’d 

driven. Ahead were enormous thrusting mountains, the West and East Temples. Many switch-

backs and staggering sights brought me to the Visitor Center beneath the Towers of the Virgin 

(River) and the Altar of Sacrifice. Driving slowly up to the Lodge, I gawked at the Mountain of 

the Sun and the Sentinel, and then to the Court of the Patriarchs. and around Angel’s Landing to 

the Temple of Sinawava, a circular meadow surrounded by perpendicular walls of immense 

height, dark red Navajo sandstone, the effect stupefying. Hiked farther up the canyon and even 

had a ceremonial drink from the Virgin River.” 

 On the hike, I found that little blue flower again and was poignantly reminded of George, 

realizing that he was also my flower-friend. All through my tour of Zion, I was troubled by not 

being able to share the magnificent sights with him, who’d never been there. Looking up at an 

ant’s-eye view of the towering mountains, I felt terribly small and lonely and got a stiff neck. 

 I left Zion along I-15 through some dull landscapes along the Hurricane Fault, and got to 

Delta by last light for a hamburger steak in a motel café reminiscent of my childhood home. On 

north into the night, I saw few signs of life except an occasional car passing in the other direction 

and close calls with a coyote, a rabbit, and a Kangaroo rat. 

 Worn out by the time I pulled off for the state seashore at the Great Salt Lake, I parked by 

the sign to sleep a while, waking at first light from over the Wasatch Mountains. The lakeshore 

was quite close, and the dawn over it was spectacular with mountains rising out of it to catch the 

morning colors. I sat on the beach with sun on my back watching the lake and other people rising 

from their tents. I felt terribly lonely—everyone with a friend, except me. The mood took me to 

the airport early to find my flight cancelled, and I was bumped to first class earlier, for good 

music and prime rib for breakfast! 

# 

 Though bodily back in the wonderful world of DC, in my head I was still wandering in 

the wonders of the western landscapes. The guys made a sumptuous dinner in honor of my return 

(Crab Imperial courtesy of neighbor George with corn pudding by Russ). The next day I did a 

brief stint at the office, had lunch with boss Tom, and took a long run up the park. The big news 

was that Tom was in hot water with the board for some reason regarding the seminars—and that 

Billy was in the hospital for a hernia operation. My Jim was supposed to get back that day, but 

he didn’t call. In other words, life immediately got hectic, and I got depressed. 

 When Saturday rolled around, Lou took me to the Trio for breakfast. He’d sensed how 

down I felt and wanted to be some company. After hotcakes and his sympathy, we biked to the 

Arboretum in the hot sunny day, admired the bonsais and water lilies, and rode in Fern Valley 

for the crepe myrtles, hibiscus, and roses of Sharon. Dear Lou’s company did distract me from 

my funk, making me realize that he was also a flower-friend, like an elegant water lily. We rode 
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around in Gallaudet College, around the Capitol, and down the Mall. Lots of sun and people, 

though few more appealing than Lou. Then around through Constitution Gardens, up the park, 

and home down Massachusetts in a big circle. We were bushed, and I felt immensely better. 

 The week at work was beguiled by the black janitor Barry. Tom was terribly upset by his 

job situation and Billy being in bad shape, and I tried my best to comfort my runner-friend with 

frequent jaunts around the park. Wednesday evening, in fond memory of my western vacation, I 

checked out a gay group Gary-Two said was planning a back-packing trip at Shenandoah, and on 

Friday evening’s run, I encountered a cute guy on a bike in the park who stopped to flirt, a kid 

from Brazil. I appreciated his passing admiration as much as if we’d actually connected. 

 Inspired by my outdoors vacation, on Saturday of the Labor Day weekend I took a hike, 

like for practice with a pack and bedroll, along the C&O canal. Walking the towpath, I enjoyed 

the momentary friendship of strangers, like the fellow tossing pebbles into the canal, trying to get 

his puppy to jump in. The afternoon was a succession of early American vistas, ruffles of wind 

on the water, and many greetings with passersby. I could only judge how far I’d gone by the sun 

moving farther ahead of me. The walk out past the beltway was lovely with huge rocks, views 

over the river running below, and a pair of young men fishing on an island, their canoes tied to a 

rock. The idyllic scene made me wish for a friend to share the beauty with. 

 Got to Great Falls at 6:30 after 16 miles. I spied a young man in a green shirt, truly 

beautiful, hop-skipping across the stones from an island, and we struck up a fleeting friendship. 

As I was looking for a good place to spend the night, he suggested a beach nearby. I spread my 

sleeping bag there and sat watching the sunset, wishing he’d have stayed with me for the night. 

The waxing moon grew brighter over the cliffs, and at one point, maybe Don Juan’s crack 

between the worlds, everything changed from twilight to moonlight. The stars were few with the 

moon so bright, turning the craggy rocks into ghosts and the pool into a surreal dream. 

 As soon as it was almost light, I was up and was on my way home by 8 o’clock. Morning 

on the canal was exquisite. Along the wide water I met another momentary friend, a hiker on his 

way to Harper’s Ferry. As the miles fell behind, I worried for a while about Tom and the office 

but put that aside and let myself go into the hiking trance. The first sign of getting home was a 

tower in Georgetown, and the rest, as my canyon-friend George would say, was a piece of cake. 

# 

 That evening I visited Gene, who’d just moved on Saturday into a fancy new apartment 

in the Iowa. Martha, the kiddos, Papa and Nana, and we went to the Trio for dinner. They were 

amazed that I’d just hiked 32 miles. Labor Day Monday I paid dearly for it, lying about all day in 

exhaustion. The week was beyond hectic with housemate Tom moving out on Tuesday and two 

English fellows arriving to stay in his room—just as Hurricane David dropped in for the same 

two days with tornados in the burbs and flooding in Rock Creek Park. He buried the running path 

under mud, but worst were all the leaks in the roof and the flood down the stairwell from the 

skylight broken by a board from construction up the block. 

 The same day the blokes left, Charles’s old lover Ric came back to stay in three front. He 

was terribly concerned about our friend’s mental condition. Unfortunately, Charles was off on a 

long trip to Nashville and New Orleans. That evening I Billy-sat while the poor emaciated old 

man slept, and then Ric and I dined at the Trio and went to see “Something for Everyone” (for 

my fifth time). Afterwards I took him past Rascals and the Frat House, where I spied the pretty 

Brazilian kid, Antonio, and gave him my phone number. On Saturday Ric helped me put plastic 

over the broken skylight and graciously offered to finish off my jungle-suite for me. He would 

put up the wallboard, hang the ceiling, and install moldings everywhere. 
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 That weekend’s bright spot was Sunday night when my 

cereus bloomed! The enormous, delicate white flowers had a 

haunting fragrance, like the minstrel song in Joan, a scent to 

enthrall the soul with rapture and fire the blood, like the magic 

blossom of my love for Chi. Before going to bed, I went back 

down in the dark to revel in the ineluctable flowers of Chi’s 

love, accepting that like him, they’d be gone by morning. 

Ephemeral beauty. And in the morning at work, I found that 

Tom had decided to resign—my ephemeral boss-friend. So I 

had to climb back into the saddle as Acting Director. He was 

feeling very distraught, and this time it was me giving him a 

        The Night-blooming Cereus           comforting hug in the file room. 

 Antonio called on Monday, and we met on my run at 6:30 at the P Street Beach. His wide 

mouth, dark eyes, and curly hair were so like Giovanni’s. Going home, I ran along behind his 

bike, our talk spotty, and I saw he was nervous. He got a superficial tour of the house, and we 

soon wound up on the bed as intended. Very passive, Antonio was a flower-friend like a violet, 

shy, temptingly edible, and delicately tasty. We hurried off soon, saying goodbye at the corner 

because my first back-packing class was at eight. 

 Instructor Pete was your stereotype of a cute, bearded blond in his early 20s, and the rest 

of the guys weren’t much older. Mostly I talked with a pleasantly attractive, dark-haired fellow 

named Phil, wondering what kind of a flower-friend he’d make. That class went over the basic 

principles of packing gear, and the second class on Wednesday was all about tents and sleeping 

bags. Gary-Two set up his tent in the reception hall for me. Thursday evening when I met Phil 

and some other packers to go shopping in Fairfax, I discovered that he was a Math teacher for 

deaf kids. There were also moments of electricity with Bob and Steve. 

 Phil dropped me off at home, and I found a dinner in progress—with Jim there! I greeted 

him, got a glass of tonic, and sat at table to join the conversation. Not having seen him for some 

weeks with no particular concern, the surprise brought back the same discomfort I’d felt in 

Snowbird, basically put out and stealing myself for explications. He caught me in the kitchen, 

put his arm around my shoulders, and asked me not to be mad at him. I gave him a perfunctory 

kiss, and he told me he was going to work with Houston Grand Opera in January. 

 After dessert, we went upstairs to talk, mostly about his change, and soon we were at it 

again. It was crazy how whenever I tried to write Jim out of my life, he popped up again, and it 

was back to Go. In terms of flower-friends, I figured my Jim was a persistent petunia, blooming 

profusely, beautifully, and continuously but with no discernable scent. 

# 

 When Charles got back, Ric and I cooked a standing rib roast many fixings and invited 

the usual friends, including Gary-One and his girls, and my Jim. Charles seemed his ebullient old 

self, entertaining us with tales of his travels, with an intervening Scarlet O’Hara stay at a fancy 

plantation in Natchez. He’d brought back some more crystals for the chandelier—to gild the lily. 

I hadn’t seen him since before Santa Fe and was thrilled to see him in great shape. But later in 

the evening his mood visibly slumped, and he told me he’d just started his meds again. 

 My heart bled for my dear old friend. Looking at him through my recent floral-friend 

lens, I realized that he was an exotic, long-blooming orchid now tragically fading away. Both Ric 

and Gary-One talked with me at concerned length about Charles’s condition, but I couldn’t say 
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much to comfort them. Instead, I dared voice my fears that the glorious era of our Four Bells 

would soon be ending, the end of an incomparable gay phenomenon. 

 Work was sad without the boss-man—and sadder when Tom called the same Thursday 

Charles got home to say that Billy had died. My dear runner-friend (my morning glory-friend) 

would be going back to New York at the end of the month. Bereft on both counts, I went Friday 

noon with Ric to order supplies for him to start on my room and spent that evening with Gary-

Two’s help loading my pack per Pete’s instructions and assembling other camping gear. 

 I rode out of town with Phil, Bob, and Steve again through the cloudy morning into the 

mountains where it was downright foggy. Finding crossings over swollen creeks, we hiked into a 

drippy valley for lunch and then through misty rain and fog to an open grove where we pitched 

our tents without much enthusiasm. Phil and I had agreed previously to share my borrowed one, 

which of course gave me nefarious ideas. Cooking our dinner was a miserable scene with 

everyone huddled in dripping raincoats and ponchos around tiny burners on the spongy, moist 

floor of the grove. The fancy one Gary-Two had loaned me was the star of the show. 

 Afterwards, some of us scattered out through the woods “scouting” (and probably like me 

relieving themselves), and then several gathered in my tent to play hearts and drink Southern 

Comfort with apple juice. When we sacked out, Phil and I were soon wound up in each other’s 

arms, warm in the total darkness of the tent. Again in the middle of the night, and once more in 

the tender morning. I decided that he was my jack-in-the-pulpit friend. On the hike out of the 

mountains, the sun finally appeared, and on the gorgeous drive home in the afternoon, Phil and I 

talked about maybe taking a trip soon to Harper’s Ferry. 

 Work went wild the next week without Tom as I put together a Board Meeting, and I 

wound up working late almost every day, that first Monday in October included. I came wearily 

staggering home up the Avenue to find Chi leaving the house, and I frantically called out to stop 

him. We went to a café called (appropriately) Afterwords, one of my favorites, for dinner. 

 My Chi was as miraculously beautiful as ever but severely depressed—his show had 

folded. He’d taken it to Chicago to disastrous attendance and couldn’t even pay the artists. Now 

his name was mud in the local community. I could tell he was about to cry and tried to comfort 

him with a caress on his cheek and stroking his hair. Chi’s grateful, sad smile wrenched my soul. 

He said he was thinking of going into real estate, and I encouraged him by remarking that maybe 

he’d have a chance soon to sell the Four Bells for us. He was horrified at the thought, but I 

explained my realistic fears that the splendid era of our geisha household was ending. 

 Changing the subject, I said that after his show, not knowing he’d gone to Chicago, and 

not hearing from him for so long, I’d felt terribly sad—and thought I’d never see him again. Chi 

said he’d in fact come by the house that evening and was also terribly sad to miss me—because 

he’d wanted to say goodbye. He and Beth were moving with baby Ann to Los Angeles—so he 

wouldn’t be able to sell my house for me—or see me anymore... 

 Chi’s dire news sent me reeling, and I plunged into my deepest feelings. I told him our 

love had been the most special love in my whole life, and I’d never forget him. He said the same 

words, adding that he’d never have another beauty friend like me. We smiled peacefully at each 

other, and I added that my love would go with him forever. At the door, we embraced, and I 

walked home alone in the newly chill evening. This time we’d said goodbye the right way, and I 

never saw or spoke with Chi again. 

### 


